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SUMMARY
We report a case of a 37-year-old male who presented with a 12-hour history of a strangulating 2cm wide by 0.8 cm thick metallic nut on the penile shaft at the peno-scrotal junction. Unlike instances where these metallic objects are placed to enhance sexual stimulation this nut was rather placed to prevent intercourse. A Bosch electric circular grinder was successfully used for removal but a thermal burn to the penile tissues was sustained in the process as the hardness of the nut required a high energy to cut and its thickness did not allow for effective cooling during the process of removal. This resulted in a circumferential denudation of penile skin, a urethro-cutaneous fistula at the peno-scrotal junction and a mid-bulbar urethral stricture. The penile wound was subsequently covered with a split skin graft with a delayed closure of the urethrocaneous fistula and a buccal mucosa patch urethroplasty for the mid bulbar stricture. Despite the degree of thermal burns sustained the patient has maintained good erectile function (international index of erectile function, reported at the surgical emergency center of the Korle Bu Teaching Hospital, Accra with a 2cm wide by 0.8 cm thick metallic nut around the penis located at the peno-scrotal junction. The nut had been positioned 12 hours prior to presentation. The patient with normal erectile function (international index of erectile function of 25) prior to presentation, indicated that there had been periods of marital conflict at home and during one such conflict, he had slipped the metallic ring on the flaccid penis with a liquid soap as a lubricant, to prevent the spouse’s demand for intimacy.

He had picked the nut which is believed to be part of the components of a vehicle gear box from an auto mechanic garage a month before the incident.

Due to the wide variety of strangulating objects used, various equipment’s and techniques have been employed to facilitate the removal of the constricting objects. As has been observed, each case of a strangulating penile ring or nut needs individual handling with respect to the choice of an appropriate device to use for the removal, depending on the type, size, incarceration time, and availability of equipment. Some of the equipment’s have been noted not to be widely available in many health facilities and hence each case presents its own challenges in removal.

We report a case of a strangulation, metallic nut, thermal burns, corpora cavernosa, urethrocaneous fistula.
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Five hours after application of the ring the patient noticed swelling of the penile shaft and the glans penis distal to the ring, and the onset of pain at the site of the nut. An attempt to remove it himself was unsuccessful. The patient had never used a cock ring to enhance erections and did not admit to having positioned the nut for masturbation. He had no co-morbidities and had no prior history of mental illness. There was also no history of substance abuse.

On examination, the patient appeared rather calm though in pain requiring 100mg intra-muscular pethidine to achieve pain relief. General assessment was normal including a clear mental state. Examination of the genitalia revealed a strangulating nut fixed tightly at the peno-scrotal junction with associated swelling and oedema of the distal penile shaft and glans penis (Figure 1).

The patient was prepared for emergency surgery to remove the strangulating nut. The challenge was how to cut through the hard 2 cm by 0.8 cm thick metallic nut. The technical assistance of the engineering department of the hospital was solicited who advised the use of an electrically powered circular grinder. The surgery was done under general anaesthesia using a Bosch electric circular grinder provided by the Engineering Department of the hospital. The nut needed to be cut in two places for safe removal (Figure 2).

The surgical procedure took one hour to complete requiring a continuous sterile cold water irrigation of the nut with gauzes wrapped around the surrounding penile shaft. There was also intermittent breaks during the procedure all aimed at reducing the degree of thermal burns to the penis. However thermal burns were still noticed after the procedure (Figure 3).

The patient was catheterized per urethra after the procedure was completed. Some resolution of the oedema was noted at that stage.

However on post-operative day one, there was still residual swelling and oedema due to eschar from the thermal burns sustained in the course of the procedure. A dorsal slit was hence performed under a penile block using plain lignocaine injection. On post-operative day five, there was sloughing of the thermally burnt tissues resulting in a circumferential loss of penile skin and an urethrocutaneous fistula from sloughing of the involved segment of the corpus spongiosum. This was presumed to be from the thermal burns sustained as the resultant fistula was observed to extend not only distally but proximally beyond the site of the strangulating nut. The tunica albuginea of the corpora cavernosa appeared intact.
No attempt was made to close the urethra-cutaneous fistula primarily as the effect of the thermal burns and ischaemia was still evolving. A supra pubic cystostomy was therefore done to divert the urine after which the urethral catheter was removed.

The site of the penile wound resulting from sloughing of the thermally burnt tissues was dressed regularly. The site contracted an infection four weeks after the initial procedure. Citrobacter species were isolated that was sensitive to Amikacin. The patient hence had intravenous amikacin for five days. Subsequent periodic wound swabs did not isolate any specific bacterium. Healthy granulation tissue suitable for split skin grafting was achieved four months after the sloughing of the eschar. At that point a split skin graft taken from the right thigh was used to graft the penile wound over the corpora cavernosa.

The patient had a full psychiatric evaluation and was cleared of any psychiatric disorder. Six months after the split skin grafting, the patient had retrograde urethrogram that revealed multiple incomplete urethral strictures of the distal urethra that admitted an F18 foley catheter, the presence of the urethrocutaneous fistula at the penobulbar junction and a mid-bulbar incomplete urethral stricture. The patient subsequently had closure of the urethrocutaneous fistula and a buccal mu cosa dorsal onlay graft for the management of the associated mid bulbar urethral stricture.

The peak urine flow rate six weeks after the procedure was 31ml/s. Despite the degree of thermal burns sustained the patient has maintained good erectile function with grade four rigidity (Figure 4).

![Figure 4 The penis after surgical management](image)

**DISCUSSION**

Most reported cases of penile strangulation involve the placement of the metallic rings and devices for sexual gratification. However our patient apparently placed the nut on the flaccid penis to prevent having sexual intercourse with his spouse, an unusual presentation.

One of the major complications in the removal of metallic strangulating objects is iatrogenic thermal burns to the underlying penile tissues as high speed cutting tools are used. These burns have been prevented or mitigated through the use of cold sterile fluids for irrigation, placing malleable retractors beneath the metallic objects, and the use of a high precision Midas-Rex pneumatic drill with metal cutting carbide attached. However iatrogenic thermal burns become inevitable when one is dealing with a very hard and thick metallic nut, tightly constricting and strangulating the penis after having been placed on the flaccid penis 12 hours earlier. A compounding factor is when the only available tool for removal is an electrically driven circular grinder.

Though cold sterile water irrigation was used during the procedure with intermittent breaks, it was not effective. Perhaps if there had been an effective cooling of the thick metallic nut during cutting, any significant thermal injury may have been minimized.

Despite the degree of thermal burns sustained the patient has maintained good erectile function with grade 4 rigidity (Figure 4). The tunica albuginea and the underlying corpora cavernosa have shown a significant degree of resilience to thermal burns compared to the corpora spongiosum where the thermal burns led to a urethrocutaneous fistula.
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